When they opened them again, the cows were all standing in their pens,
and the moon shone calmly down on the waYing forest trees and rustling
reeds.
Another day Krishna and Balaram. were running a race up to the Bhandir
tree with their playmate Srid&ma, when the demon Pralamba came and asked to
make a fourth. In the race Pralamba was beaten by Baiarim, and so, accord-
ing to the rules of the game, had to carry Mm on Ms back from the goal to
the starting-point. No sooner was Balar&m on his shoulders than Pralamba
ran off with him at the top of his speed, and recovering Ms proper diabolical
form made sure of destroying Mm. But Balaram soon taught Mm differently,
and squeezed Mm so tightly with his knees, and dealt Mm such cruel blows on
the head with Ms fists, that his skull and ribs were broken, and bo life left in
the monster* Seeing this feat of strength, his comrades loudly greeted him
with the name of Balaram, * Bama the strong/* which title fee erer after
retained.
But who so frolicsome as the boy Krishna ? Seeing the fair maids of Braj
performing their ablations in the Jamun&, he stole along the bank, and picking
up the clothes of which they had divested themselves, climbed up with them
into a Kadamb tree. There he mocked the frightened girls as they came
shivering out of the water ; nor would he yield a particle of vestment till aE
tad ranged before Mm ia a row, and with clasped and uplifted hands most
piteotisly entreated Mai, Thus the boy-god taught Ms votaries that submis-
sion to the divine will was a more excellent virtue even than modesty.!
At the end of the raias all the herdsmen began to busy themselves in pre-
paring a great sacrifice in honour of Indra, as a token of their gratitude for
the refreshing showers he had bestowed upon, the earth. Bat Krishna, who
had already mado sport of Brahma, thought lightly enough of Indra^s claims
* Balaam, under the name of Belu% is described by Latin welters as the Indian Her cuiea
and said to be one of the tutelary divinities of Mathura. Patanjali also, the celebrated Gram-
mariaa} a native of Gonda ia Oadh, whose most probable date is ISO B. C., clearly refers to
Krisbm as a diyinity and to Kacsa's death at his hands as a current tradition, both popular and
ancient ; the events in the heroes life forming the subject of different poems* from vhicL he
quotes lines or parts of lines at examples of grammatical ralus. Thiw, winterer the date of the
eighteen Parinas, at ire now hare them, Paaranifc mythology sad the local csiltaa of Krishna
acd	afc Mathnra mast be of higher antiquity than has been represented by acme
t This popalar incident is commemorated by the Chir Ghat at Siymra ; ckir meaning clothes.
The same name is frequently glrm to the Cbata Gkat at Briada-bais, which is also so called in
rilasa^ written I«5S A.I).

